Insights into molecular assembly of ACCase heteromeric complex in Chlorella variabilis--a homology modelling, docking and molecular dynamic simulation study.
Acetyl-CoA carboxylase (ACCase), a biotin-dependent enzyme that catalyses the first committed step of fatty acid biosynthesis, is considered as a potential target for improving lipid accumulation in oleaginous feedstocks, including microalgae. ACCase is composed of three distinct conserved domains, and understanding the structural details of each catalytic domain assumes great significance to gain insights into the molecular basis of the complex formation and mechanism of biotin transport. In the absence of a crystal structure for any single heteromeric ACCase till date, here we report the first heteromeric association model of ACCase from an oleaginous green microalga, Chlorella variabilis, using a combination of homology modelling, docking and molecular dynamic simulations. The binding site of the docked biotin carboxylase (BC) and carboxyltransferase (CT) were predicted to be contiguous but distinct in biotin carboxyl carrier protein (BCCP) molecule. Simulation studies revealed considerable flexibility for the BC and CT domains in the BCCP-bound forms, thus indicating the adaptive behaviour of BCCP. Further, principal component analysis revealed that in the presence of BCCP, the BC and CT domains exhibited an open-state conformation via the outward clockwise rotation of the binding helices. These conformational changes might be responsible for binding of BCCP domain and its translocation to the respective active sites. Various rearrangements of inter-domain hydrogen bonds (H-bonds) contributed to conformational changes in the structures. H-bond interactions between the interacting residue pairs involving Glu201BCCP/Arg255BC and Asp224BCCP/Gln228CT were found to be essential for the intermolecular assembly. The present findings are consistent with previous biochemical studies.